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Default options exert an influence in arenas from organ donation to consumer choice. Past research has offered potential reasons why

defaults matter: (i) effort, (ii) implied endorsement, and (iii) reference dependence. The latter has received far less attention. In three

experiments, we demonstrate that reference dependence can play a major role in their effectiveness.
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SESSION OVERVIEW
It is well accepted that default options are one of the most pow-

erful tools in the choice architect’s repertoire.  Defaults have been 
shown to alter consumer decisions in a wide range of important do-
mains, from organ donation (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003) to finan-
cial planning (Choi, Laibson, Madrian and Metrick 2003 ).  Policy 
makers are advocating “Optimal Defaults” as a pillar of behavioral 
change, and marketing practitioners are increasingly utilizing de-
faults through tactics like starter carts and automatic re-purchasing 
plans.  In the midst of this widespread adoption of defaults, it is vi-
tal that the theoretical community continue to develop a more thor-
ough understanding of why and in what circumstances these effects 
pertain.  However, while much research has shown the effect to be 
robust and influential across substantive policy domains, we know 
relatively less about the underlying processes and moderating factors 
which may influence how default choices impact preferences.  This 
complicated and likely multiply determined effect demands contin-
ued attention and cooperation between scholars if we are to develop 
a clear understanding of how it operates The present session seeks 
to deepen our understanding of this important effect, specifically by 
working to disentangle some of the proposed processes that may give 
rise to default effects.   

Goldstein, Dinner, Johnson and Liu (paper 1) divide explana-
tions for default effects into three categories: (i) effort, (ii) implied 
endorsement, and (iii) reference dependence.  Three studies repli-
cate the default effect and examine the mediating power of these 
proposed mechanisms in depth.  Focusing on the third explanation 
the authors utilize an aspect listing methodology to demonstrate that 
Query Theory can account for reference dependent preferences in 
defaults.  

Liersch and McKenzie (paper 2) broaden our understanding of 
implicit recommendations as a mechanism of default effects.  In do-
ing so, they provide evidence for a novel moderator of defaults; trust.  
Two studies demonstrate that when people do not trust the source of 
the default, they are less likely to adhere to the default option.  In 
fact, an unrelated mis-trust manipulation from a prior study caused 
people to exhibit a reverse of the default effect. 

Danilowitz, Hoch and Dhar (paper 3) extend the impact of 
defaults to choices made from an assortment.  A major difference 
between a single choice and assortment choice is shoppers can se-
lect both default and non-default options. Using an online shopping 
paradigm, three studies demonstrate that the presence of defaults 

increases overall amount purchased.  They show popularity and va-
riety of the default options are important moderating variables and 
provide initial evidence of an alternate mechanism for default effects 
in an assortment.  

Extant research has effectively demonstrated the breadth of the 
default effect in a variety of domains.  Together these three papers 
contribute to a new and deeper understanding of how default effects 
work to generate such profound behavioral changes.  The three pa-
pers are closely focused on a single cohesive topic, but use novel 
perspectives and methodologies to further our understanding of the 
subject matter.  The discussion will be detailed and diverse, capital-
izing on the expertise of the authors in this subject area yet allowing 
for their varied approaches to the topic.  This unique combination 
will foster an exciting and lively discussion of great interest to a wide 
audience. 

Session Plan: Our goal for the session is to inspire a deeper lev-
el of thinking about the psychological workings of defaults.  We will 
achieve this through the sharing of detailed new findings followed by 
an expert-led general discussion period.  Each presenter will have 15 
to 18 minutes to share their results, including clarifying questions.  
Dr. Jonathan Levav, a well recognized expert in defaults, assortment 
and choice will serve as a discussant.  Following the three presenta-
tions, Dr. Levav will spend 10 minutes commenting on the papers, 
and then facilitate an open discussion between the panel members 
and audience.

Building Connections:  This session will appeal to a broad cross 
section of ACR attendees, ranging from traditional choice theorists 
to process focused psychologists. In addition, these findings are of 
practical significance to industry practitioners and policy makers in-
terested in utilizing default options to alter consumption behavior. In 
sum, these papers provide both deep theoretical and actionable prac-
tical insights into the powerful default effect.  As a result, this session 
is the ideal cohesive and compelling platform for building connec-
tions between academic sub-disciplines, industry and policy makers.  

Partitioning Default Effects

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Many active decisions have a default option that is chosen more 

often than expected if it were not labeled the default. No-action de-
faults often affect consequential life decisions such as choices of auto 
insurance (E. J. Johnson, et al., 1993) and retirement savings (Madri-
an & Shea, 2001) which affects how billions of dollar are spent, and 
policy matters such as organ donation, which affects thousands of 
lives (Abadie & Gay, 2006; E. J. Johnson & Goldstein, 2003). 

Why do default effects occur? Past research (E. J. Johnson & 
Goldstein, 2003; McKenzie, Liersch, & Finkelstein, 2006) has sug-
gested that defaults may be chosen for three reasons. The first is ef-
fort: choosing the default option requires no physical action and can 
free one from laborious calculation. The second is implied endorse-
ment: decision-makers may infer a default has been pre-selected 
due to its merit or the desires of those presenting the choice. Finally, 
defaults may result from reference dependence: the default option 
may represent a reference point which colors the evaluation of other 
options as gains or losses. This paper provides novel empirical evi-
dence that reference dependence can change the evaluation of op-
tions in a way that leads to default effects, and examines how various 
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factors relate to the likelihood of choosing the default. We generate 
these hypotheses in the theoretical framework of Query Theory (E. J. 
Johnson, Haubl, & Keinan, 2007; E. U. Weber, et al., 2007). 

Isolating specific causes of the default effect is important for 
generating interventions to change the frequency of default-based 
choice. For example, if effort causes a default to be chosen more fre-
quently, making execution of the choice easier should reduce default 
effects. Thus, when a policy maker or marketer presents a decision 
maker with a choice they should consider the effects of various de-
faults as well as understand their cause. 

The experiments in this work examine participant’s choices be-
tween either a cheap, but inefficient Incandescent Light Bulb, or an 
efficient, but expensive Compact Fluorescent Light Bulb (CFL), a 
choice which on aggregate can affect roughly $600 million in annual 
US energy costs (EnergyStar, 2010). The first experiment examines 
the relative effects of these three explanations on the choice of a 
default option. The second experiment extends these results by intro-
ducing an external measure of effort. In the third experiment we ma-
nipulate the queries shown to participants in order to test for a rela-
tionship between query consideration and choice. Effort is measured 
by self- reports in Experiment 1 and by reaction times in Experiment 
2. Implied endorsement is measured, as in McKenzie, Liersch and 
Finkelstein (2006), by using the decision-makers’ perceptions. The 
effect of reference dependence on the evaluation of the options is 
measured using an aspect listing protocol, a method that has been 
used to study the endowment effect (E. J. Johnson, Haubl, & Keinan, 
2007), attribute labeling (D. J. Hardisty, Johnson, & Weber, 2010) 
and intertemporal choice (Weber, et al., 2007)  

We explore the ability of one specific memory-based view, 
Query Theory, to account for reference dependent preferences in 
defaults. Query Theory suggests that when individuals are making 
a decision they: (1) identify different arguments in decision making 
by making unique queries, such as generating reasons for or against 
owning a particular object, and (2) execute these queries sequen-
tially. Further, because of output interference (Anderson, Bjork, & 
Bjork, 1994; Roediger, 1973), the order of executing these queries 
determines what is recalled, and consequently preferred. Specifical-
ly, the first query results in the retrieval of a greater number of rea-
sons and therefore has more impact than the second query. If Query 
Theory produces reference dependent preferences in default choices, 
then we would predict that the existence of a default option will 
make queries in favor of that option be listed earlier and more often. 

Then, according to Query Theory there is support following 
two hypotheses: 

(1) Order hypothesis: Participants are more likely to retrieve 
positive aspects of the default object and negative aspects of the non-
default object before considering negative aspects of the default and 
positive aspects of the non-default. 

(2) Content hypothesis: Participants are more likely to retrieve 
positive aspects of the default object and negative aspects of the non-
default object than to retrieve negative aspects of the default and 
positive aspects of the non-default.  

Following Hypotheses (1), a corollary would be that manipulat-
ing the order in which queries are requested will also affect the deci-
sion in a ways that can mediate a default effect. Further, we expect 
these differences in retrieval to both predict choice and to mediate 
the effects of defaults. 

Across all experiments we keep a common scenario in which 
the participant must choose between Compact Fluorescent Light 
bulbs (CFL) or Incandescent Light bulbs. The scenario describes 
renovations done at the participant’s home where one of the bulb 
types has been installed, and thus becomes the de facto default. A 

contractor then offers the participant the opportunity to switch from 
the default bulb for no additional cost. Light bulbs are chosen as the 
focus of this study because of the associated energy savings from 
reduced electrical consumption. The participants are split into two 
groups with the default bulb depending on the condition. All three 
experiments have a minimum of 2 between-participants conditions 
where the default bulb is either an Incandescent or a CFL. 

To investigate the query theory hypothesis, participants record 
thoughts (i.e., considered aspects of the choice) while making the 
decision. In Experiment 1 aspects are listed concurrently to deter-
mine how thoughts differ during the decision making process. In 
Experiment 2 aspects are listed retrospectively, which allows for 
measurement of choice decision time without the contaminating ef-
fort of aspect listing. Experiment 3 uses a 2×2 design varying the 
type of default bulb and aspect listing order, which means first list-
ing aspects for the default and then listing aspects against the de-
fault, or the reverse. Following the light bulb scenario, participants 
completed a questionnaire to assess implied endorsement as well as 
demographics. 

In Defaults We Trust

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Research has shown that people tend to adhere to choice de-

faults (e.g., Johnson & Goldstein, 2003).  For example, employees 
are more likely to participate in a retirement plan when Human 
Resources Departments set the default as “participate”, rather than 
“not participate” (a “default effect”; Madrian & Shea, 2001).  Al-
though default effects are probably multiply determined, recent find-
ings have shown that defaults are at least sometimes perceived to be 
the recommended course of action -- an implicit recommendation 
-- which helps explain default effects (McKenzie, Liersch, & Fin-
kelstein, 2006).  This implies that trust may play a role in default 
effects: If people do not trust the source of the default, they may be 
less likely to exhibit default effects.

To evaluate this hypothesis, we conducted an initial experiment 
involving over 400 participants.  In Experiment 1, participants were 
first asked to imagine the existence of a new company – Imagina-
tionCo – that provided innovative and exciting new products and ser-
vices. They were then told that in an attempt to reach new customers, 
ImaginationCo partnered with an established company who owned a 
large consumer database (which included their information).  Finally, 
participants were informed that the established company sent them 
a survey asking for decisions about their potential relationship with 
ImaginationCo.  (To make results more generalizable, participants 
were randomized to one of eight established companies: HP; Dell; 
Wal-Mart; Target; McDonald’s; In-N-Out; The Wall Street Journal; 
or The National Enquirer.)

The survey involved a series of choices about whether to re-
ceive coupons and special offers from ImaginationCo, and whether 
to give ImaginationCo personal information such as home address 
and email.  In one condition, the default was “do”, while in another 
condition the default was “do not”, send me information about, or 
give my personal information to, ImaginationCo.  After completing 
the survey, participants answered a variety of demographic questions 
(e.g., gender; age).  Embedded in these questions was a question 
about trust in the established company – i.e., “To what extent do you 
agree with the following statement?: [Wal-Mart] has a lot of integrity 
and elicits a high degree of trust.”  Participants answered this ques-
tion on a scale of 0-7, where “0” was “strongly disagree” and “7” 
was “strongly agree”. 


